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Flexible and Fine-grained Access Control for EHR
in Blockchain-assisted E-healthcare Systems

Dajiang Chen, Li Zhang, Zeyu Liao, Hong-Ning Dai, Ning Zhang, Xuemin (Sherman) Shen, and Minghui Pang

Abstract—It is of the utmost importance to achieve flexible and
fine-grained access control of electronic health records (EHR)
in smart elderly healthcare (SEH) for providing high-quality
healthcare services for the elderly and protecting their privacy
simultaneously. In this paper, a flexible, fine-grained, and elderly-
centric access control scheme is presented for EHR data in SEH.
In the proposed scheme, Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based En-
cryption (CP-ABE), permission token, dual-key regression, and
blockchain techniques are leveraged to realize multi-dimensional
access control of EHR data in terms of data generation time,
data user properties, access times, and access period. Moreover, a
novel token segmentation algorithm is designed to transfer access
rights between doctors efficiently for multi-party diagnosis and
treatment. Since the elderly can define the attributes of users
accessing his/her EHR data, the access number, the access time,
and the access range of data from the time dimension of data
generation with the cooperation of the Smart Elderly Healthcare
(SEH) institution, the privacy of EHR data of the elderly is well
protected. The security analysis demonstrates that our scheme
can achieve EHR ciphertext indistinguishability under chosen-
plaintext attacks and token unlinkability and unforgeability
under data users’ collusion attacks. The experimental results
show that our scheme performs well in terms of time cost and
computational overhead.

Index Terms—Access Control, Blockchain, Permission Delega-
tion, Smart Elderly Healthcare, EHR, CP-ABE

I. INTRODUCTION

With the aggravation of aging, the traditional elderly health-
care is facing increasingly severe challenges, e.g., nursing
staff shortage, and difficulty in obtaining the health status of
the elderly in time. As one of emerging smart technologies,
the Internet of Things (IoT) revolutionizes the way how
people live and work, with the help of Artificial Intelligence
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(AI) [1–3], the new generation of wireless communications
(e.g., 5G and 6G) [4–6], and the information security [7–9].
When IoT meets elderly healthcare, Smart Elderly Healthcare
(SEH) system has emerged to provide the elderly people with
healthcare services in a revolutionary way, thereby making
elderly-centric healthcare environment be a reality [10–12].

In SEH system, electronic health records (EHR) include
historical electronic medical records, regular physical health
examination data, and daily physical data, which play a critical
role in health condition prediction, clinical diagnosis and
treatment. Generally, EHR data is continuously generated in
the form of data stream in SEH system. For instance, elderly’s
physical data is measured by the nursing workers and/or
recorded by the smart wearable devices every day. If EHR
data is leaked, the privacy of the elderly will be threatened.
Therefore, it is of great importance to realize flexible and fine-
grained access control of EHR data [13–16].

Recently, blockchain-based schemes have brought new di-
rections to realize data access control, privacy protection
and data sharing in healthcare system [17–20]. However,
these schemes are not suitable for the elderly-centric smart
healthcare system due to the following reasons. 1) EHR data
at different times are usually encrypted with the same key.
To prevent privacy leakage, it is necessary to update the key
and re-encrypt the ciphertext after each access, causing a
huge workload. 2) In the case of multi-party consultation or
diagnostic assistance, each doctor needs the permission from
SEH institutions. This process is cumbersome, inefficient and
unable to respond to emergencies, and also increases the load
on SEH institutions. 3) The data owners (i.e., the elderly and
their families) cannot fully control their own EHR data, and
they are completely unclear about the access of EHR data.

The Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) techniques can be
used to realize fine-gained access control to solve the issues
above partially [21]. However, when ABE-based methods meet
SEH, it still faces several challenges as follows. 1) How
to realize access control in terms of the generation time of
EHR data. The diagnosis of different diseases has different
accessing requirements in terms of the generation time of EHR
data, while, in ABE-based methods, the access content of EHR
data is fixed, and it cannot be changed flexibly according to the
generation time of EHR data for each access. 2) How to realize
access control of EHR data for joint consultation efficiently.
If an elderly person urgently needs a joint consultation, it
should define an appropriate access structure to ensure that
all the doctors participating in such a joint consultation have
the right to access elderly’s EHR data. However, in ABE-based
methods, the access structure is defined before the access is
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made. To redefine the access structure, the EHR data must
also be re-encrypted, which is a time-consuming task.

Accordingly, a flexible and fine-grained access control
scheme in a SEH system should include the following prop-
erties. Elderly-centric: the access policy definer should be the
elderly or his/her guardian; Data Secure Sharing: the EHR can
be secure shared form data center to legitimate data user; Au-
thorization Traceability: the history of data authorization and
access can be traceable; Time-dimension Access: the access
control of data can be realized according to the generation time
of data. and Efficient Multi-party Diagnosis: access control
scheme should support efficient multi-party diagnosis.

In this paper, a flexible and fine-grained access control
scheme is proposed for sharing EHR data in SEH to realize
the shift from the institution-centered system to the elderly-
centric system. The application scenario is shown in Fig. 1,
in which the blockchain network connects various distributed
institutions and entities. The EHR data is stored in distributed
database, such as database of SEH institutions, hospitals and
private clinics. After a doctor satisfies the access control
permission and obtains the data access token, he/she can have
a chance to provide diagnostic services for the elderly. If
necessary, government agencies and insurance companies can
also apply for permission to access data.

Several entities involved in the system are described as
follows. There is a global certificate authority (CA) to generate
system parameters and corresponding keys to each entity.
There are several smart healthcare institutions (SHIs), in
which a lot of health care data of the elderly is periodically
measured and recorded by the nursing workers as well as the
intelligent wearable medical devices. The EHR data of the
elderly is stored in distributed databases. There is a database
server of the distributed databases to store owners’ EHR data
and provide users with data-access services according to the
authority token submitted by the data users. A large number
of data owners exist in this system, who are the elderly in a
SHI and can formulate access control policies for their own
EHR data. There are a number of data users, who are the
doctors in different hospitals to diagnose the elderly in a SHI.
Only when the doctor’s attributes satisfy the access control
policy of the data owner, he/she can have a chance to decrypt
the encrypted permission token generated from SHI. Since it
can cause huge burdens at the blockchain if the EHR data is
stored at the blockchain, the blockchain platform only stores
the metadata of the EHR data (e.g., the storage location and

the digest of EHR), the access control information and logs.
For intelligently and scientifically monitoring the health

condition of the elderly living in the SHI, a healthcare data
analysis system is deployed at SHI with data mining tech-
niques. When some abnormal events occur, the healthcare
data analysis system will automatically recognize the elderly
with abnormal system data and push them to the doctors who
are working in the SHI, being usually referred to as general
practitioners (GPs). The GP may need to request access to
the elderly’s health care data and electronic medical records
for further diagnosis. In case GP is unable to deal with the
diseases of an elderly, the GP will recommend a suitable
specialist physician for the elderly while complying with the
requirements of the elderly and/or their guardians for the
doctor’s professional title, hospital grade, etc. Moreover, the
specialist physician will ask for a consultation from another
specialist physician if necessary. Thus, the GP and the spe-
cialist physicians have the potential to be daily users to access
health care data and electronic medical records of elderly. The
main objective of the proposed scheme is to realize efficient
storage and flexible access control of EHR data to meet the
above business logic.

In the proposed scheme, the EHR data is encrypted with
different symmetric keys according to time sequence and
then stored in a distributed server, so that the access control
permissions can be divided in a time dimension with dual-
key regression techniques. Based on the dual-key regression
techniques, a permission token of an elderly can be issued by
the corresponding SHI by utilizing the CP-ABE encryption
algorithm to realize flexible access control according to the
data generation time, the properties of the data user, and access
times and access period of token. Moreover, it is allowed the
authorized data users (e.g., doctors) to delegate part of their
authority to other doctors without the authorization of SHI, so
as to get the assistance from other doctors to realize the rapid,
convenient and reliable diagnosis of elderly. The security
semantic model is formally defined to describe the EHR
data security and Token security. The corresponding security
proof demonstrates that the proposed scheme is ciphertext
indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attacks, and token
unlinkable and unforgeable under data users’ collusion attack.
The results of extensive experiments show that our scheme
performs well in terms of time cost and computational over-
head.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized below.
• A novel flexible, fine-grained and elderly-centric access

control model is proposed to achieve multi-dimensional
access control (e.g., data generation time, data user prop-
erties, access times, and access period).

• In the proposed scheme, a token segmentation algorithm
is presented to realize the transfer of access rights be-
tween doctors, such that a doctor can invite the assistance
of other doctors without the complex and cumbersome
authorization of the SHI for faster, convenient and reliable
multi-party diagnosis and treatment.

• It is proved that our scheme can achieve EHR ciphertext
indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attacks and
token unlinkable and unforgeable under data users’ col-
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lusion attack. Moreover, the experimental results demon-
strate that the proposed scheme has low time overhead
consumption and computation overhead.

The remainder of the paper is structured as below. The
related work and the preliminaries are introduced in Section II
and Section III, respectively. Section IV shows the system
model and describes the system procedure. In Section V,
the details of the proposed scheme are presented. Security
analysis is discussed in Section VI. The experimental results
are presented in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes
the whole paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Blockchain technology is a combination innovation based
on a series of technologies such as peer to peer (P2P) net-
works, block-chain data structure and cryptography [22]. The
use of hash functions and consensus protocols in blockchain
not only ensures the unforgeability of data stored therein, but
also ensures traceability [23]. As a representative of the second
generation blockchain, Ethereum has adopted some features
of bitcoin and introduced Turing-complete smart contract,
making it a popular distributed application platform [24].

Attribute-based encryption (ABE), as one of the important
public-key algorithms, was first introduced in [25], which
can be used in fine-grained access control to determine the
access authority of users according to their attributes. ABE
has developed into two directions, namely, KP-ABE and CP-
ABE. In KP-ABE, the user’s private key is related to the
access-control structure, while the ciphertext is related to the
attribute set [26]. Differently, in CP-ABE, the user’s private
key is associated with the attribute set, while the ciphertext
is associated with the access-control structure [27]. In [28],
combining linear secret sharing schemes (LSSS), a general
construction of CP-ABE was presented by using a matrix M
and a corresponding function ρ to represent the access-control
structure. In [29], Narayan et al. employed Attribute-based
Cryptography to reallize privacy protection on EHR.

Fine-grained access has become an emerging technique for
the data security and privacy protection of IoT ecosystems. In
[30], a data access control scheme for cloud-assisted industrial
IoT by using CP-ABE techniques to achieve item-level data
protection for IoT data. In [31], a fine-grained access control
scheme is proposed with the attribute update enabled in a
blockchain-enabled IoT systems. In [32], a privacy-preserving
scheme for bilateral access control is proposed with fine
granularity in cloud-enabled industrial IoT healthcare. In [33],
an efficient, flexible, secure fine-grained access control mech-
anism is proposed with data verification in a healthcare IoT
system. In [45], Xu et al. employed KP-ABE to implement
access control and data sharing. Other related work also
includes [50], in which, a scalable access control method was
proposed for privacy-preserving media sharing in mobile cloud
computing.

Recently, a number of access-control schemes based on
blockchain for EHR data have been introduced. In particular,
Azaria et al. [36] proposed the MedRec system to manage
the access control permissions with blockchain for EHR data

sharing. Then, Yang et al. proposed advance-MedRec [37] to
guarantee the secure sharing of EHR. Later, an Ethereum-
based framework, namely Ancile, that pays more attention
to operability, access efficiency and privacy protection were
designed in [38]. Ancile creatively employs smart contracts to
strengthen access control and data fuzzy processing. To further
improve EHR data security, Wang and Song in [39] designed
an EHR access control protocol by combining identity-based
encryption and identity-based signatures. In [40], Hirtan et al.
designed mainchains and sidechains to enhance the data secu-
rity and user privacy. In their work, the nodes of the blockchain
network contain trusted nodes and untrusted nodes, where
trusted nodes include the approved healthcare providers and
medical institutions, which have higher permissions and are in
charge of validating the transactions. It is worth mentioning
that this work can be used to ensure the traceability of EHR
data. Guo et al. [41] presented a blockchain-based method
to support secure access control, by using ABE technology
and employing a tamper-proof log of access events. In [41], a
blockchain-based method was presented to provide a tamper-
proof log of access events while storing EHRs on edge nodes
(offchain) and using ABE to support secure access control.
In [34], a system named Healthchain was designed for key
management and privacy protection of large-scale health data.
To realize data secure sharing, Zhang et al. in [42] employed a
large universe CP-ABE with access policies partially hidden,
but this scheme lacks flexibility and has high computational
overhead. In [43], Huang et al. proposed MedBloc, a secure
EHR sharing system based on blockchain, in which smart
contracts are used for access control. Later, Liu et al. in [44]
presented a system, namely BC-SABE, to store encrypted
EHR data in cloud servers. In BC-SABE, a search token is
generated for the user who meets the access-control structure,
and the cloud server returns the pre-decrypted ciphertext
according to the search token. In [18], Egala et al. proposed
a new medical architecture model Fortified-Chain, in which
the selective ring-based access control, patient anonymity
and device authentication algorithms are employed to realize
privacy protection of EHR data. In [19], Li et al. designed
EHRChain to realize access control by utilizing CP-ABE, and
protect users’ privacy by utilizing homomorphic encryption
technology. In [20], Wang et al. proposed MedShare, a trusted
platform with smart contracts. In MedShare, ABE is used to
implement access control, and the EHR data access track is
provided.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Hash Function and Pseudorandom Function

Definition 1: A hash function H : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}l is
collision resistant, if the following two properties are satisfied.

• Second-preimage resistance: Given a uniform x, it is
infeasible for a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) ad-
versary to find a value x′ 6= x with H(x′) = H(x).

• Pre-image resistance: Given a uniform y, it is infeasible
for a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary to find a
value x such that H(x) = y.
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Definition 2: An efficient function F : {0,1}l′ →{0,1}l′′ is
a pseudorandom function, if there exists a negligible function
negl(·) such that∣∣∣Pr[AF(·)(1n) = 1]−Pr[A f (·)(1n) = 1]

∣∣∣≤ negl(n) (1)

for all probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A ,
where f is selected from Fn = {func : {0,1}l′ → {0,1}l′′}
uniformly at random.

B. CP-ABE

CP-ABE is a public-key encryption algorithm according
to user’s attributes. CP-ABE was introduced in [27], which
encrypts message according to access structure. Significantly,
in [28], a Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) matrix M
was used in CP-ABE scheme, in which (M,ρ) is utilized to
represent access control policy, where M is an l× n matrix
and ρ is a function associated with rows of M to attributes.
In our system, CP-ABE presented in [28] is utilized to realize
fine-grained access control of EHR data. The four algorithms
of CP-ABE are introduced as follows.

Setup(u)→ (pk,mk). The Setup algorithm outputs the pub-
lic key pk and the master key mk by taking the number of
attributes u as input.

KeyGen(mk,S)→ sk. In the KeyGen algorithm, by taking
the master key mk and attributes set S as input, it outputs a
secret key sk.

Encrypt(pk,M,A) → C. The Encrypt algorithm takes the
public key pk, a message M and the access structure A as
input, and outputs the ciphertext C.

Decrypt(pk,sk,C)→ M. The Decrypt algorithm takes the
public key pk, the secret key sk and the ciphertext C as input. If
the attributes set S satisfies the access structure A, the Decrypt
algorithm outputs the message M.

C. Dual-Key Regression

The dual-key regression scheme that was first proposed in
[46], which can be used to share a massive number of keys by
only sharing two hash tokens of the start time and the end time
and employing two hash chains in the reverse order. As shown
in hash chain 1 of Fig. 2, by taking s1 as a random seed and
N as length of hash chains, hash tokens are generated by hash
function H sequentially to form the hash chain as follows:
h1 = H(s1),h2 = H(h1) = H2(s1), ...,hi = H(hi−1) = H i(s1).
Given a hash token hi, it is easy and efficient to compute the
hash token after hi. With the significant pre-image resistance
nature of hash functions, it is computationally hard to compute

hash tokens before hi. Hash chain 2 is similar to hash chain
1, except that it is generated in the reverse order. The hash
chain 2 is generated as follows: h′N = H(s2),h′N−1 = H(h′N) =
H2(s2), ...,h′i = H(h′i+1) = HN−i+1(s2). Through two opposite
hash chains, the start time and the end time are defined to limit
the range of data. For instance, given time interval (t3, t5) and
two corresponding hash tokens h3 and h′5, it is easy to compute
hash tokens between time t3 and time t5, but it is extremely
difficult to compute other hash tokens outside (t3, t5). For
each time interval ti, SEKi is calculated as SEKi = KDF(hi‖h′i),
where KDF is a key derivation function. With the hash tokens
(hi,h′j) corresponding to time ti and time t j, all hash tokens
and SEKs from time ti to time t j can be easily calculated.

D. Blockchian

Blockchain is a P2P, unforgeable and tamper-proof dis-
tributed ledger [22]. Blockchain stores data in blocks, and
connects blocks to each other in chronological order. In
blockchain, each block contains the hash values of the previous
block. Therefore, if any block changes, the hash values of all
subsequent blocks will change. In addition, each node in the
blockchain network is independent and has the same status,
and stores complete data according to the block structure.
In other words, each node maintains the same complete data
ledger. The above design enables blockchain to have many
excellent features, such as tamper-proof, unforgeable, and
traceable. These properties are eligible for secure storage and
reliable sharing of medical data among medical institutions.

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 3, there exist several kinds of entities
in the system, including a global certificate authority (CA),
smart healthcare institutions (SHIs), data owners, data users,
blockchain and database server.

CA. The CA is a global trusted certificate authority, which
generates system public parameters, global public key, master
key, a public-private key pair for each SHI and legal user, and
a secret key according to the data user’s attributes.

SHI. SHIs provide the elderly with healthcare services.
SHIs are responsible for measuring the physical data (e.g., the
heart rate, body temperature, body weight, and blood pressure)
of the elderly every day, as well as managing the elderly’s EHR
data including the electronic medical record, regular physical
health examination data and daily physical data.

Data Owner. The data owners are the elderly in a SHI.
When the elderly registers in a SHI, he/she will authorize
the SHI to manage his/her EHR data by default. Therefore,
the data owner just needs to define access control policies
over attributes. Only when the data user’s attributes satisfy the
corresponding access policy, he/she has the chance to access
the elderly’s EHR data.

Data User. Data users can be the doctors who need to access
the EHR data of an elderly in a SHI for diagnosing the elderly,
the employees in an insurance company who help the elderly
in a SHI with insurance approval and reimbursement, and the
staff in ministry of public health, etc. For convenience, we
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only consider access control for doctors in this paper, and the
access control for other types of data users, e.g., the employees
in an insurance company, is similar. Only when the doctor’s
attributes satisfy the corresponding access control policy can
he/she have a chance to decrypt the encrypted permission
token generated from SHI. When doctor A needs other doctors
to assist him/her in diagnosis, doctor A can delegate the
corresponding part of his/her token to other doctors.

Blockchain. Blockchain is the platform that stores the hash
digest of EHR data, the access address of the encrypted
EHR data and the token list to record the token segmentation
message. Due to the huge cost of uploading all the original
EHR data, the blockchain just stores the digest of EHR.

Database Server. The database server is one of the dis-
tributed databases of medical institutions. It stores owners’
EHR data and provides data users with data-access services.
Whenever a ciphertext is successfully stored, it returns the
storage address to SHI. Then, SHI transmits the digest of the
EHR data and the storage address on blockchain. When a data
user requests to access EHR data over a period of time, he/she
should submit a token to the server. The server will send the
EHR ciphertext to the data user after the token is verified
successfully.

B. System Procedure

1) System Initialisation: In the system initialisation phase,
the CA runs the Setup(u)→ (PP,GK,MK) algorithm, which
takes the number of attributes universe u, to generate system
public parameter PP, global public key GK and master secret
key MK.

2) Key Generation: In this phase, the CA runs
three algorithms, e.g., PSkeyGen(1λ) → (PK,SK)
algorithm, SignKeyGen(1λ,PP)→(P̂K, ŜK) algorithm and
SKGen(MK,S)→ SK′ algorithm. The PSkeyGen algorithm
generates the pair of public/private keys (PK,SK) for SHIs and
users with implicit security parameter λ as input. Similarly,

the SignKeyGen algorithm generates the pair of public/private
keys (P̂K, ŜK) of signature for SHIs and users with implicit
parameter λ and public parameter PP as input. The SKGen
algorithm generates SK′ according to S by taking the master
secret key MK and the attributes set S as input.

3) Data Storage: In data storage phase, the SHI firstly runs
the algorithm DataEnc(1λ,EHR,PP,T )→ (CEHR,digEHR,K )
to encrypt the EHR data and computes the digest of EHR. By
inputting the security parameter λ, the EHR data, the system
public parameter PP and the time tuple T , this algorithm
outputs the ciphertext CEHR, digest digEHR and symmetric
key K , where time tuple T contains the start time tstart,
end time tend and unit time interval tunit. Then SHI runs
algorithm KeyEncap(T ,K ,PP)→ (CK ,γ,H L) to encapsulate
symmetric key. The algorithm takes the time tuple T , the
public parameter PP and symmetric key K as input, then
outputs the ciphertext CK , a secret random γ and hash-token
list H L . In the proposed scheme, data storage is carried out
according to time sequence, in the form of data sequence.
Then, the SHI sends the digest of EHR, location of encrypted
EHR to the blockchain, and sends ciphertext C̃ =CK ‖CEHR to
database.

4) Token Generation: When a data user requests access
to an elderly’s EHR data over a period of time, the SHI runs
TokenGen(γ, ŜK,R,H L)→T algorithm to generate data access
token T for him/her, where the R is the request message of data
access. Then, the SHI computes the signature ST of the token.
Next, the SHI runs TokenEnc(PP,GK,(M,ρ),T )→C algorithm
to encrypt the token T , where (M,ρ) is the access structure.
If the data user’s attributes meet the access policy, he/she can
run TokenDec(C,SK′)→ T algorithm to obtain the token T .

5) Token Segmentation: Sometimes, doctor A needs another
doctor Bi to assist him/her to complete the medical diag-
nosis. Doctor A first runs TokenSeg(T,ST ,PP,uidi)→ (T,Ti)
algorithm to separate sub-token Ti from his/her token, where
the uidi is the identity of the target data user. Then, he/she
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runs TokenDel(Ti,PKBi , ŜKA) → CTi algorithm to delegate a
sub-token Ti to the doctor Bi. All token segmentation and
delegation information will be sent to the blockchain.

6) Data Access: After passing the token verification, the
data user can obtain the location of the EHR data from the
blockchain, and downloads the ciphertext C̃ from the database
server if the token verification is successful. Then, the data
user runs the DataDec(T,PP,C̃)→ EHR algorithm to obtain
the EHR data. When the legitimate data users completed the
diagnosis by accessing the EHR data between time ti and time
t j, the key-update procedure is performed to get new keys in
order to withdraw the data users’ access authority.

V. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we introduce the detailed construction of our
scheme. Before that, we first list the notations and definitions
used in our scheme in Table I.

TABLE I: NOTATIONS

Notations Definition

G The multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p
e The bilinear map
u The number of attributes in the system

α,β The random exponents in Zp
λ The security parameter.

PP The system public parameter
GK The global public key
MK The master key

(PK,SK) The pair of public/private keys
(P̂K, ŜK) The pair of public/private keys for signature

SK′ The secret key related to users’ attributes
digM The hash digest of message M

CM The ciphertext of message M
(M,ρ) The LSSS access structure

N The maximum number of EHR files for a data owner
tunit The unit interval length for data to be stored
tstart The start time of the data to be stored
tend The end time of the data to be stored

T The data access token
ST The signature of token T

k,K The symmetric key to encrypt EHR and its sequence
SEK The key to encrypt symmetric key k
H L The hash token list

R The request message
F The pseudorandom function

s1,s2 The secret random seeds

A. System Initialization

Firstly, the CA performs global settings to generate system
public parameters PP, the global public key GK, as well as the
master key MK by using algorithm Setup(u)→ (PP,GK,MK),
where u is the number of attributes universe.

1) Select two multiplicative cyclic groups G and GT of
prime order p, in which the generator of G is g. Choose
a bilinear map e : G×G→GT .

2) Select three hash functions as follows: H0 : {0,1}∗→Zp,
H1 : {0,1}∗→ {0,1}l , and H2 : {0,1}∗→ {0,1}l∗ , and a
pseudorandom function F :{0,1}2l→{0,1}l∗ , where H1
is a collision resistant hash function, and l and l∗ are two
integers.

3) Choose u group elements h1,h2, · · · ,hu ∈G uniformly at
random, which are related with the u attributes.

4) Select α, β ∈ Zp uniformly at random.
5) Compute the system public parameters PP, the global

public key GK and the master key MK as

PP = (G,H0,H1,H2,F,g, p,gβ,e(g,g)α), (2)
GK = {hx|x ∈ [1,u]}, (3)
MK = (β,gα). (4)

B. Key Generation

This phase consists of three parts: public and private keys
generation (PSkeyGen for short), public and private keys of
signature generation (SignKeyGen for short), and secret key
generation (SKGen for short).

Part 1: PSKeyGen. CA generates public-private key pairs
for each SHI and user as follows.

1) Choose two large prime numbers q1 and q2 with similar
size, and computes n = q1q2 and ϕ(n) = (q1−1)(q2−1).

2) Select an integer b from [2,ϕ(n)−1] uniformly at random
so that (b,ϕ(n))=1, and computes a≡b−1(mod ϕ(n)).

3) Transmit (PK,SK) to SHI as the public/private key, in
which PK = (n,b) and SK = (n,a).

The public/private keys for data users can be obtained from
the same processes.

Part 2: SignKeyGen. CA generates the public key and
private key of signature for each SHI and user as follows.
CA chooses a uniform x ∈ Zp, and computes gx. Then, CA
transmits (P̂K, ŜK) to SHI as the public/private key, where
P̂K = gx and ŜK = x. The CA performs the same processes
to distribute public/private key for each user.

Part 3: SKGen. CA generates the secret key SK′ for data
user according to the attributes of data user, where the secret
key of each data user is related to his/her attributes.

1) Verifie the legitimacy of the identity of the data user, and
distributes an attributes set S for him/her.

2) Choose an element t ∈ Zp uniformly at random.
3) Compute

K = gα+βt , L = gt , Kx= ht
x (∀x ∈ S). (5)

4) Output the secret key of data user as follows:

SK′ =
(
K,L,{Kx}x∈S

)
. (6)

C. Data Storage

After the elderly is registered in a SHI, the elderly first
authorizes the SHI to manage his/her EHR data. At the
beginning, the SHI negotiates with the elderly for unit interval
tunit, such as one week, one month, one year, etc. Then the
SHI sets the start time tstart, and selects an enough large tend
as the end time. Let T represents time tuple (tstart, tend, tunit)
and N represents the number of time interval, which satisfies
the equation tend = tstart +N · tunit.

The EHR data storage phase is performed by SHI, which
includes DataEnc algorithm and KeyEncap algorithm.

Part 1: Data Encryption. By taking the security parameter
λ, the time tuple T , the system public parameter PP and EHR
data as input, the DataEnc algorithm is described as follows.
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Ck1||CEHR1
… … … …Ck1||CEHR2 Ck1||CEHR3 Cki||CEHRi

1 1
||k EHRC C ... …

2 2
||k EHRC C

||
N Nk EHRC C

||
i ik EHRC C ||

N Nk EHRC C

Fig. 4: Data Format on Database Server

Firstly, for each time interval ti, the algorithm chooses
ki ∈ {0,1}l∗ uniformly at random as encryption key for EHR
data of an elderly generated in time interval ti. The key
sequence constitutes the symmetric key K = {k1,k2, ...,kN}.
Naturally, EHR data is also packaged EHRi according to each
time interval ti (i = 1,2, · · · ,N). Then for each time interval ti,
it computes the digest of the EHR data by

digEHRi = H1(EHRi), i ∈ {1,2, · · · ,N}. (7)

The EHR data is encrypted by AES algorithm with symmetric
key ki as

CEHRi = Encki(EHRi), i ∈ {1,2, · · · ,N}. (8)

Part 2: Symmetric key encapsulation. By inputting the time
tuple T , the key K and system public parameter PP, and out-
puts the ciphertext CK , the secret random γ and the hash-token
list H L , the algorithm KeyEncap(T ,K ,PP)→ (CK ,γ,H L) is
described as follows.

The algorithm chooses s1,s2 ∈{0,1}2l uniformly at random,
in which s1 and s2 are two different secret seeds to generate
two hash-chains in opposite directions. Then, the algorithm
chooses γ ∈ {0,1}2l uniformly at random. For each time ti,
hash tokens hi and h′i are generated with collision resistant hash
function H1 in two chains, respectively. All hash tokens are
recorded in hash-token list H L . Then, the algorithm employs
the pseudorandom function F to compute the SEKi with

SEKi = F((hi ‖h′i)⊕ γ). (9)

The algorithm encapsulates symmetric key with SEKi as

Cki = EncSEKi(ki), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,N}, (10)

where the encryption algorithm is AES. The SHI sends the
ciphertext C̃ =Cki‖CEHRi of EHR data of elderly to database
server in the format as described in Fig. 4. After the database
server successfully stores the ciphertext, the server returns the
ciphertext location Li (such as URL) to the SHI. Finally, the
SHI sends (digEHRi,Li) to the blockchain.

D. Token Generation

If a data user requests to access EHR data generated
from time ti to t j, he/she first sends the request message
R = (uid,DOuid ,(ti, t j)) to the SHI, where uid is the identify
of data user, DOuid is the identify of the data owner, (ti, t j)
is the interval of generated time of the accessing EHR data.
Then, the SHI runs TokenGen(γ, ŜK,R,H L)→ T algorithm to
generate a data access token T . The structure of the token is
shown in Fig. 5, which includes two parts: head and body. The
head of token comprises id, time, num, user, parent and son
fields, where id is a unique identity number for each token,
time represents the effective time of the token, num represents
the times the token can be used, user represents the owner of

id time num

user parent son
|| || ||uid i jDO h h  sig

head body signature

id time num

user parent son
|| || || ||uid i jDO h h sig 

head body

id time num

user parent son
|| || ||uid i jDO h h  sig

head body signature

Fig. 5: Token Structure

the token, parent represents the id of its parent token and son
represents the id of its son token. The content of the token
body consists of a secret random number γ, the identify of
the data owner DOuid and hash tokens hi and h′j. SHI runs
the digital signature algorithm Sign as in [35, 47] to sign the
contents of the token body as follows.

1) Choose a uniform π ∈ Zp.
2) Compute r′ = H0(gπ,γ‖DOuid‖hi‖h′j).
3) Calculate σ′ = (r′ · ŜKSHI +π)( mod p).
4) Output the signature sig = (r′,σ′).
Accordingly, the data access token is shown as follows

T = (head,(γ,DOuid ,hi,h′j,sig)). (11)

Similarly, the SHI runs the Sign(T, ŜKSHI ,PP)→ ST algo-
rithm to sign the whole token, where ST = (r,σ).

The elderly can set access control policy with the help of
SHI to decide who can access his/her EHR data. In our system,
the access control policy can be represented as an access
structure (M,ρ), where M is a θ1×θ2 matrix, θ1 denotes the
total number of attributes in terms of the access control policy
of the EHR data, and ρ is a function which maps each row Mi
of M with each attribute. Then, the SHI runs the TokenEnc
algorithm to encrypt the data access token as follows.

1) Choose an element tk ∈GT uniformly at random.
2) Encrypt the token T with symmetric key H2(tk) to get

ciphertext CT = EncH2(tk)(T ).
3) Choose s,y2, · · · ,yθ2 ∈ Zp randomly, and denotes ~v =

(s,y2, · · · ,yθ2).
4) For i = 1 to θ1, computes ϕi =~v ·Mi, where Mi is the

i-th row of M.
5) Choose r1,r2, · · · ,rθ1 ∈ Zp uniformly at random.
6) Compute

C′ = tk · e(g,g)αs, C′′ = gs, (12)

Ci= gβϕih−ri
ρ(i), Di = gri , ∀i ∈ {1,2, · · · ,θ1}. (13)

7) Output the ciphertext of tk

Ctk = (C′,C′′,
{

Ci,Di
}θ1

i=1). (14)

Finally, SHI sends C =Ctk‖CT to the data user.
If the data user’s attributes set S satisfies the access control

policy, he/she can run the TokenDec algorithm to decrypt the
ciphertext Ctk with the private key SK′ to obtain tk as follows.

Define index set I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S} and matrix,

MI = [Mi1 ;Mi2 ; · · · ,Mi|I | ] (15)

where |I | is the cardinality of I . Defining θ2×1 matrix Ξ0 =
[1,0, · · · ,0]T , the data user finds a root of a linear system of
equations:

MT
I X = Ξ0, (16)
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and denotes the root as ΩI = [ωi1 , · · · ,ωi|I | ]
T , where X =

[x1,x2, · · · ,x|I |]. Then, he/she can obtain s by computing

s = ΨI ΩI , (17)

where ΨI = [ϕi1 , · · · ,ϕi|I | ]. Then, the data user computes

e(C′′,K)

∏i∈I(e(Ci,L)e(Di,Kρ(i)))
ωi

=
e(gs,gα+βt)

∏i∈I(e(gβϕih−ri
ρ(i),g

t)e(gri ,ht
ρ(i)))

ωi

=
e(gs,gα)e(gs,gβt)

∏i∈Ie(g,g)
βtωiϕi

=
e(gs,gα)e(gs,gβt)

e(gs,gβt)

=e(g,g)αs. (18)

The data user can obtain tk as follows

tk =C′
/

e(g,g)αs. (19)

Finally, the data user obtains token T by decrypting CT with
symmetric key H2(tk).

E. Token Segmentation

When doctor A (as a data user) encounters difficulties in di-
agnosing the elderly, he/she needs to apply for assistance from
doctor B1, doctor B2, etc. However, it would take a lot of time
for SHI to generate a new token for each doctor, accompanied
by a series of request and confirmation communications. For
the sake of improving the diagnosis efficiency and diminish the
burden of the SHI and the centralization of the system, doctor
A can delegate his/her authority to other doctors. Accordingly,
token segmentation algorithm is presented in the proposed
system to realize more fine-grained and flexible permission
management as follows.

Part 1: Token Segmentation. Doctor A (whose id is denoted
by uid0) first verifies the signature of the token. If the token
is valid, then he/she segments the token into several sub-
tokens as follows. Let uid1,uid2, · · · ,uidτ be the id of the
permission delegate objects. Firstly, for any i in {1,2, · · · ,τ},
the algorithm creates a copy Ti of token T , revises the value
of the corresponding field of Ti and reduces the corresponding
value of T . After the user field of Ti is set as uidi of doctor
Bi, the algorithm sets parent field of Ti as id of token T , while
the algorithm adds id of token Ti to the son field of T .

After the token segmentation, doctor A signs the new tokens
with his/her private key and gets the set of signatures {STi}τ

i=0.
Note that, as doctor A needs the assistance of doctor Bi to
complete the diagnosis at the same time, we allow token T
and Ti to have the same time period in our system. For details
of token segmentation algorithm TokenSegm, please refer to
Algorithm 1.

Part 2: Token Delegation. After token segmentation, doctor
A can run TokenDel algorithm to delegate sub-token Ti to
doctor Bi as follows. The algorithm chooses a random number
ri ∈ {0,1}l∗ , and encrypts sub-token Ti as

CTi = EPKBi
(ri)‖Encri(Ti‖STi) (20)

Algorithm 1 Token Segmentation Algorithm: TokenSegm
Input: Current token T , public parameter PP, token signature ST =
(r,σ), SHI’s public key for signing P̂KSHI , and permission delegate
objects uid1,uid2, · · · ,uidτ.

Output: T0,T1,T2, · · · ,Tτ

verify← 0
if H0(gσ · P̂K

−r
SHI ,T ) = r then

verify← 1
end if
if verify = 1 then

for i = 1 to τ do
Chooses timei and numi with timei ≤ T.time and numi ≤
T.num
Ti← copy(T )
Ti.time← timei
Ti.num← numi
T.num← T.num−numi
Ti.parent← T
[T.son]+ = Ti
Ti.user← uidi

end for
rename T as T0
return T0,T1,T2, · · · ,Tτ

end if

where STi is the signature of Ti by doctor A, EPKBi
(·) is the

encryption algorithm of RSA-OAEP scheme [49] with public
key PKBi of doctor Bi, and Encri(·) is the encryption algorithm
of AES with key ri. Then, doctor A transmits the ciphertext CTi

to doctor Bi, and publishes the information T SM = {uidi,CTi}i
to the blockchain.

F. Data Access

When a data user doctor B obtains a token T (suppose
his/her token is a sub-token obtained from doctor A), he/she
can send the request message R = (uid,DOuid ,(ti, t j)) to
the blockchain for data access. After receiving the request,
blockchain returns the pair of the digest and location of
the EHR data (digEHRι

,Lι) to data user, where ι = i,· · · , j.
According to the location L, the doctor submits his/her token
T and the token signature ST to the corresponding database
server for EHR data . As shown in Algorithm 2, the database
server verifies the token by running the token verification
algorithm TokenVeri.

Algorithm 2 Token Verification Algorithm: TokenVeri
Input: Token T , token signature ST , public parameter PP, SHI’s

public key for signing P̂KSHI and doctor B’s public key for signing
P̂KB.

Output: verify
verify← 0
if (H0(gσ·PK−r

B ,T )=r)∧(H0(gσ′·PK−r′
SHI ,γ‖DOuid‖hi‖h′j)=r′) then

verify← 1
return verify

end if

If the token verification is successful, the server sends
ciphertext stream C̃ = {Ckι

‖CEHRι
} j

ι=i between time ti and t j
to doctor B. After receiving ciphertext C̃, the doctor runs the
algorithm DataDec(T,PP,C̃)→EHR to obtain the EHR data as
follows.
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1) Extract hi, h′j, and γ from token T . ∀ι∈ [i, j], compute the
symmetric key kι between time ti and t j by

kι = DecSEKι
(Ckι

), (21)

where SEKι = F((hι‖h′ι)⊕ γ), hι = H(ι−i)
1 (hi) and h′ι =

H( j−ι)
1 (h′j).

2) ∀ι ∈ [i, j], the EHR data can be obtained by decrypting
the ciphertex CEHRι

EHRι = Deckι
(CEHRι

). (22)

The doctor computes dig′EHR = H1(EHR). If digEHR and
dig′EHR are equal, it demonstrates that the EHR data has
not been tampered with, and doctors can provide diagnostic
services for the elderly.

When the doctors completed the diagnosis by accessing the
EHR data between time ti and time t j, the key-update proce-
dure should be performed to withdraw the data users’ access
authority as below. (1) For each ι ∈ {i, · · · , j}, SHI chooses
k′ι ∈ {0,1}l∗ uniformly at random. Then the key sequence is
K ′ = {k1, · · · ,ki−1,k′i, · · · ,k′j,k j+1, · · · ,kN}. (2) SHI computes
the cipertext C′EHR as follows

C′EHRι
= Enck′ι(EHRl), ι ∈ {i, · · · , j}. (23)

(3) SHI runs the KeyEncap(T ,K ′,PP)→ (CK ′ ,γ
′,H L ′) algo-

rithm again. To reduce the system cost, the EHR data without
being accessed, does not require to be encrypted again.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Security Model

In the proposed system, both the CA and SHI are assumed to
be trusted. The database server is assumed to be semi-trusted
(i.e., curious but honest). Data users are dishonest and may
collude to obtain unauthorized access to data. The security
model is described as the following games.

Let’s first discuss the security model of EHR data. Consid-
ering the game between a challenger and a PPT adversary A
as follows.

Setup. The challenger sends the system public parameters
PP to the adversary by running the Setup algorithm.

Phase 1. The adversary queries the following oracles adap-
tively.

(i) DataEnc Oracle. The adversary sends a message m to
the challenger in order to obtain the corresponding cipher-
text. Then, the challenger runs the DataEnc(1λ,m,PP,T )→
(Cm,digm,K ) algorithm and sends Cm to the adversary.

(ii) KeyEncap Oracle. When the adversary queries the ora-
cle, the challenger runs the KeyEncap(T ,k,PP)→ (Ck,γ,H L)
algorithm and sends Ck to the adversary.

Phase 2. The adversary can query as in Phase 1 with
polynomial time in λ. Then the adversary can get the set of
triples {m′i,Cm′i

,Ck′i
}`i=1.

Challenge. The adversary submits two messages m0 and
m1 of the same length to the challenger, in which, m0 and
m1 are not in {m′i}`i=1. The challenger randomly chooses a
bit b ∈ {0,1} and runs the DataEnc algorithm and KeyEncap

algorithm. Finally, the challenger sends the Ck‖Cmb to the
adversary.

Guess. The adversary guesses b′ for b. The advantage of
the adversary for winning this confidentiality game is defined
as Advcpa

A = |Pr[b = b′]−1/2|.

Definition 3: The proposed scheme is ciphertext indis-
tinguishability under chosen-plaintext attacks (i.e., IND-CPA
secure), if the advantage of any PPT adversary Advcpa

A defined
above is negligible, i.e.,

Advcpa
A =

∣∣Pr[b = b′]−1/2
∣∣≤ negl(λ).

Then, we discuss the security model of token. To prevent
that adversary obtains the privacy of the elderly by infer-
ring the relationship (such as father-child relationship, sibling
relationship) between tokens through the ciphertext of the
segmented tokens, the property of token unlinkability should
also be satisfied. To this end, we consider the following game
between a challenger C and a PPT adversary A .

Setup. The challenger sends the system public parameters
PP and public/private key pair of adversary (PKadv,SKadv) to
the adversary by running the Setup algorithm.

Case I: unlinkability of between the parent and child tokens.
Phase 1. The adversary selects two tokens T0 and T1 of the

same size adaptively, and then sends them to the challenger.
• Challenge. The challenger chooses a bit b from
{0,1} uniformly at random, and then runs the
TokenSeg(Tb,STb ,PP,uidC ) → (Tb,T ′b) algorithm and
TokenDel(T ′b ,PKBi , ŜKC )→CT ′b

, where ŜKC is the private
key of signature of challenger, and the public key of ad-
versary PKadv is not equal to PKBi . Finally, the challenger
returns C∗T ′b

to the adversary.
• Phase 2. After obtaining the challenger returns for the

pair of T1 and T2, the adversary can further make queries
as in Phase I in order to get more information about b.

Case II: unlinkability of between sub-tokens.
Phase 1. The adversary selects a token T , and separates it

into two sub-tokens T1 and T2 of the same size adaptively; then
he selects a token T0 with the same size adaptively; finally, he
sends {T0,T1,T2} to the challenger.
• Challenge. The challenger first runs algorithm

TokenDel(T2,PKBi , ŜKC ) → CT2 . Then, the challenger
chooses a random bit b ∈ {0,1}, and runs algorithm
TokenDel(Tb,PKBi , ŜKC ) → CTb . Finally, he returns CT2

and CTb to the adversary.
• Phase 2. After obtaining the challenger returns for the

pair of T1 and T2, the adversary can further make queries
as in Phase I in order to get more information about b.

Guess. The adversary guesses b′ for b. The advantage of
the adversary for winning this confidentiality game is defined
as Advunlink

A = |Pr[b = b′]−1/2|.

Definition 4: The proposed scheme satisfies the property of
token unlinkability, if the advantage Advunlink

A defined above
for any PPT adversary is negligible, i.e.,

Advunlink
A =

∣∣Pr[b = b′]−1/2
∣∣≤ negl(λ).
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B. Security Analysis

Suppose that F is a pseudorandom function and encryption
algorithm AES is a random permutation when the key of
AES is chosen from key space uniformly at random, the
following theorem shows that the EHR data is ciphertext
indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attacks.

Theorem 1: Suppose that F is a pseudorandom function,
and encryption algorithm AES is a random permutation when
the key is selected for key space uniformly at random, then
the proposed scheme is IND-CPA secure.

Proof: Let Π = (DataEnc,KeyEncap). Π̃ is defined the
same as Π except that a truly random function f is utilized
in place of pseudorandom function F . In other words, Π̃

uses a truly random function f to compute the SEK. Let A
be a PPT adversary. The CPA indistinguishability experiment
PrivKcpa

A ,Π̃
(PP) is described as follows.

1. Run Setup to generate PP.
2. A is given PP and oracles access to DataEnc(·) and

KeyEncap(·), and outputs two messages m0 and m1 of
the same length.

3. Choose a random bit b ∈ {0,1} and run the DataEnc
algorithm and KeyEncap algorithm to generate Cmb and
Ck. Then give Ck‖Cmb to A .

4. A has oracle access to DataEnc(·) and KeyEncap(·)
before outputs a bit b′.

5. If b′ = b, the experiment outputs 1, otherwise 0.

A distinguisher D for the pseudorandom function F is
constructed by using A to determine whether this function
is pseudorandom or not as follows. D is given input PP and
access to oracles DataEnc(·) and KeyEncap(·).

Distinguisher D:
1. Run A(PP). When A queries the oracle on a message m,

answer this query in the following way:
(a) Runs the DataEnc algorithm to generate Cm.
(b) Runs the KeyEncap algorithm to generate Ck.
(c) Returns Ck‖Cm to A .

2. When A output two messages m0 and m1 of the same
length, chooses a uniform bit b ∈ {0,1} and then:
(a) Runs the DataEnc algorithm to gennerate Cmb .
(b) Runs the KeyEncap algorithm to gennerate Ck.
(c) Returns Ck‖Cmb to A .

3. Continue answering oracle queries of A until A outputs
a bit b′. If b′ = b, output 1, otherwise 0.

Since F is a pseudorandom function, there is a negligible
function negl(n) such that∣∣∣Pr[DF(·)(PP)=1]−Pr[D f (·)(PP)=1]

∣∣∣≤negl(λ) (24)

According to the scheme Π and Π̃, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

1. If the function F in D is a pseudorandom function F , then
for A , it is equivalent to an experiment PrivKcpa

A ,Π(PP).
According distinguisher D, we know that

Pr[DF(·)(PP)=1]=Pr[PrivKcpa
A ,Π(PP)=1]. (25)

2. If the function F in D is a random function f , then for A ,
it is equivalent to an experiment PrivKcpa

A ,Π̃
(PP). According

distinguisher D we know that

Pr[D f (·)(PP)=1]=Pr[PrivKcpa
A ,Π̃

(PP)=1]. (26)

From, Equ. (24), we can get∣∣∣Pr[PrivKcpa
A ,Π(PP)=1]−Pr[PrivKcpa

A ,Π̃
(PP)=1]

∣∣∣≤negl(λ).
(27)

Now let us consider experiment PrivKcpa
A ,Π̃

. Note that, Ck =

EncSEKi(k) and SEKi = f ((hi ‖ h′i)⊕ γ). Since γ and f are
selected from {0,1}2l and Fn = {func : {0,1}2l→{0,1}l∗}
uniformly at random, respectively. We have SEKi is from
{0,1}l∗ uniformly at random. Therefore, the key of AES is
chosen for key space {0,1}l∗ uniformly at random. From
the assumption of this theorem, we have AES is a random
permutation. Accordingly, we have∣∣∣∣Pr[PrivKcpa

A ,Π̃
(PP) = 1]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣≤ negl′(λ). (28)

From Eq. (29), we have∣∣∣∣Pr[PrivKcpa
A ,Π(PP)=1]−1

2

∣∣∣∣−∣∣∣∣Pr[PrivKcpa
A ,Π̃

(PP)=1]−1
2

∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣(Pr[PrivKcpa

A ,Π(PP)=1]−1
2
)−(Pr[PrivKcpa

A ,Π̃
(PP)=1]−1

2
)

∣∣∣∣
≤negl(λ).

(29)

Therefore, the following inequality holds:∣∣∣∣Pr[PrivKcpa
A ,Π(PP)=1]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣Pr[PrivKcpa

A ,Π̃
(PP)=1]−1

2

∣∣∣∣+negl(λ)≤ negl′(λ)+negl(λ).

Since the sum of two negligible functions is negligible, there
exists a negligible function negl′′(λ)= negl′(λ)+negl(λ), such
that

Advcpa
A =

∣∣∣∣Pr[PrivKcpa
A ,Π(PP)=1]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣≤ negl′′(λ). (30)

Accordingly, the advantage of the PPT adversary breaks the
proposed scheme is negligible and the ciphertext of EHR data
achieves IND-CPA security.

The next, we consider the unlinkability of tokens in the
proposed scheme. The following theorem shows that token
unlinkability is based on the security of the CP-ABE scheme
and the RSA-OAEP scheme, as well as the encryption algo-
rithm AES.

Theorem 2: Suppose that the RSA-OAEP scheme is secure
and the encryption algorithm AES is a random permutation
when the key of AES is chosen from key space uniformly at
random, then the proposed scheme is token unlinkable.

Proof: Note that, for any sub-token Ti, we have that, CTi =
EPKBi

(ri)‖Encri(Ti‖STi), where ri is be encrypted with RSA-
OAEP scheme [49], and Ti‖STi is encrypted by AES with key
ri. From the security analysis in [49], RSA-OAEP scheme
can resist adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (and also adaptive
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chosen plaintext attack). Therefore, we can assume that no
PPT adversary can obtain ri from EPKBi

(ri).
The unlinkability of the tokens can be discussed in two

cases: (I) unlinkability between the parent token and the child
token; and (II) unlinkability among sub-tokens. For case I,
let T ′0 and T ′1 be the sub-tokens of T0 and T1, respectively.
Note that, ri is chosen from {0,1}l∗ uniformly at random-
ly. Accordingly, the encryption algorithm AES is a random
permutation. Thus, when PPT adversary obtains CT ′b

from the
challenger, the advantage of the adversary for winning the
game is negligible. That is to say, when a token is separated
as several sub-tokens for delegating them to other data users,
no PPT adversary can link any parent token and sub-token
given ciphertext. Similarly, we can conclude that the sub-
tokens are also unlinkable. Therefore, no adversary can obtain
any information by linking the tokens.

Finally, we consider the token unforgeability of the pro-
posed scheme under data users’ collusion attack. A critical part
of the token structure for token unforgeability is the signature
of the token body. If a user loose access of the data owner,
he/she may collude with other users to get the valid secret γ

or exchange the hash tokens. Once the body of the token is
changed, the verification of token signature will be failed.

Theorem 3: The tokens in the proposed scheme are unforge-
able under data users’ collusion attack if the signature scheme
in [35] is secure.

Proof: The body of the token (which includes a secret γ,
DOuid of data owner and hash token hi and h′j) has been signed
by the SHI with the signature scheme presented in [35]. If data
users collude to modify and forge the contents of the token,
such as, modifying hi or h′j to get the access permissions for
more EHR data, the signature verification for contents will
be failed. Accordingly, data users cannot collude to obtain a
forged token in order to realize an unauthorized access.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct several experiments to evaluate

the performance of the proposed scheme. The parameters and
environment of the experiments will be introduced. Then, the
communication cost of the system will be comprehensively
analyzed. Finally, the computation efficiency of the system
will be evaluated. Notations used in this section are induced
in Table II.

TABLE II: NOTATIONS

Notation Meaning

lm The size of plaintext in bytes
lr The length of key of RSA
d The size of the digest of EHR data
N The length of hash chain
n The number of EHRs accessed by users

na The number of attributes owned by the user
|p| The size of elements in Zp
|g| The size of elements in G
|k| The length of the symmetric key k
|L| The size of the URL of the location of the EHR
|T | The size of token
|M| The size of T SM

A. Experimental Settings

Our experiment is conducted on a desktop computer with
Ubuntu 18.04 operation system, Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-
7700T CPU, 8GB of RAM. All experimental evaluations are
conducted with the libraries of Python. Specifically, the CP-
ABE scheme is implemented mainly on the python library
charm, which optimizes exponential operation and bilinear
pairing operation. We employ SHA-256 as hash function H1
and MD5 as hash function H2 and function F . For AES
and RSA-OAEP, the key length is 128 bits and 1024 bits,
respectively. Note that, the blockchain platform is used in
our system to store digest and address of EHR data (for
integrity checking and file resource addressing of EHR data),
and token segmentation messages (for evidence preservation
of the transfer of access control permission). To this end,
a blockchain storage platform is implemented by using Go-
version Ethereum client (i.e., Geth), in which, the Geth Version
is 1.10.26-stable, the Version of Go programming language is
go1.18.5, and Operating System is linux. It is shown that, the
time cost of per transaction is about 1.916s for 100 blockchain
nodes. In Table III, we list the length of the key and output
of some cryptography algorithms.

TABLE III: The length of parameters of Crypt. algorithms

Algorithm Key Output
H1: SHA256 − 256bits

H2: MD5 − 128bits
F : MD5 − 128bits

AES 128bits dlm/16e×8bits
RSA-OAEP 2048bits 2048bits

B. Communication Cost of the Proposed Scheme

In order to evaluate the proposed scheme comprehensively,
we analyze the communication overhead of our system. The
communication cost between each entity is shown in Table
IV, in which we have: (1) the communication cost between
the CA and SHI originates from global public key GK, RSA-
OAEP keys and signature keys; (2) the communication cost
between the CA and data user includes global public key GK,
secret key SK′, RSA-OAEP keys and signature keys; (3) the
communication cost between the SHI and Blockchain comes
from the EHR digest, EHR location and token segmentation
message TSM; (4) the communication cost between the SHI
and database server is the ciphertext of the symmetric key
K and location of the EHR data; (5) the communication cost
between the SHI and data user is the ciphertext of token and
signature of the token; (6) the communication cost between
data user and blockchain comes from TSM, the digest and
location of the EHR data; (7) the communication cost between
users is ciphertext generated in token delegation; and (8) the
communication cost between user and database server consists
of token, signature of token and the ciphertext of part of the
symmetric key K .
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TABLE IV: Communication Cost of the proposed System

Communication Cost Our Scheme
CA &SHI |p|+u|g|

CA & Data User lr +2|p|+na|g|+u|g|
SHI & Blockchain d + |L|+ |M|

SHI &Database Server N|k|+ |L|
SHI & Data User |T |+ |p|+ |g|

Data User & Blockchain d + |L|+ |M|
Between Data Users |g|+ lr + |T |+ |p|

Data User & Database Server |T |+ |p|+n|k|
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TokenSeg
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Fig. 6: Time cost of stages of our system

C. Computation Efficiency of the Proposed Scheme

In order to test the computation efficiency of the system,
an experiments is conducted to get the time cost of several
stages of the system and important algorithms, in which each
final result is the average value of experimental results over
20 experiments. In our experiment, we set the length of the
hash-chains in the stage of data storage to 1000. Note that, the
time cost of AES for encrypting EHR data and the efficiency
of RSA algorithm are not the focus of our investigation in this
work, although AES and RSA are efficient algorithms.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6, in which
the first two columns represent the time cost of system
initialization and secret key generation respectively. In our
system, the system initialization occurs only once. Similarly,
secret key generation occurs only once for a user, unless
the access control policy changes. The next two columns
represent the time cost of CP-ABE encryption and decryption
respectively. Since the message space encrypted by CP-ABE
is a group GT , text-messages cannot be encrypted directly.
In practice, we randomly select an element tk from GT and
employ the hash function H2 to convert the group element tk
into a symmetric key. In this way, we can avoid the trouble of
encoding messages into group elements, and each user only
performs the encryption or decryption of CP-ABE once (unless
the access control policy changes), and users can directly use
the symmetric encryption algorithm with H2(tk) in subsequent
encryption and decryption processes.

Another experiment is conducted to further measure the
time overhead of key encapsulation with different length of
hash chains. From Fig. 7, we can see that the time cost
increases linearly with the increase of hash-chain length.
Moreover, when the length of hash-chains is 1000, the time
cost of KeyEncap is less than 0.02 seconds. It is worth noting
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Fig. 7: Time cost of KeyEncap
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Fig. 8: Comparison of proposed token segmentation time and
traditional token generation time

that KeyEncap occurs only once in a system, until the system
updates the keys.

As shown in Fig. 8, we compare time cost of the proposed
scheme with the traditional token generation scheme. In our
proposed scheme, SHI generates a token for doctor A, and then
doctor A segments and delegates the sub-tokens according to
the number of doctors to be invited. In the traditional token
generation scheme, SHI generates a token for each doctor
participating in the diagnosis, and sends the token to each
doctor respectively. In this experiment, we repeatedly measure
the time cost of token generation and transmission a total of
20 times, and calculate the average as the final time cost.
Moreover, we assumed that each data user has performed CP-
ABE encryption or decryption, so they have obtained H2(tk).

In Fig. 8, the red line represents the time cost of the
traditional token generation scheme (e.g., SHI runs TokenGen
algorithm and TokenEnc algorithm to generate tokens and
send them to doctors), and the blue line represents the cost
of the proposed scheme (e.g., SHI runs TokenGen algorithm
and TokenEnc algorithm to generate a token and send it to
doctor A, doctor A runs TokenSeg algorithm to segment his/her
token into some sub-tokens, and runs TokenDel algorithm to
delegate sub-tokens to other doctors). It can be seen that, as
the number of tokens increases, the time cost of the traditional
token generation scheme is more than three times that of
the proposed scheme. In practice, the traditional permission
concentration mode will produce a long request and response
communication process between SHI and each data user (such
as doctor). Accordingly, the proposed token segmentation
scheme can improve the efficiency of the system so that
doctors can provide diagnostic services for patients quickly.
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TABLE V: Function comparison

Scheme Fine-Grained Control Policy Definer Data Secure
Sharing

Authorization
Traceability

Time-dimension
Access

Efficient Multi-party
Diagnosis

[19] CP-ABE Patient ! # # #

[20] ABE Trusted Institutions ! # # #

[29] CP-ABE Patient ! # # #

[41] Attribute-based Access Patient # # # #

[34] Blockchain − # ! # #

[45] KP-ABE − ! # # #

Ours CP-ABE+Token Segmentation Elderly ! ! ! !
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Fig. 9: The comparison of communication cost between the
proposed scheme and related works

D. Comparison with Existing Schemes

Most of existing studies only achieve partial find-grained
control and cannot fulfill the flexibility of data sharing, autho-
rization traceability, policy definer, time dimension access and
privacy protection. We summarize the function comparison of
our proposed scheme with existing studies in Table V. It can
be shown that, only the proposed scheme can achieve time-
dimension access and support efficient multi-party diagnostics.
As a result, a performance comparison of the proposed scheme
and several existing works (i.e., the access control schemes
presented in [19], [20], and [29]) is discussed with two
experiments.

First of all, we compare the communication overhead of the
proposed scheme with that of three existing works mentioned
above through experiments. Note that, the related schemes also
have other security-related functions besides access control. To
make a fair comparison, we only consider the communication
overhead of the existing works in access control. Fig. 9 plots
the communication overhead of the proposed scheme and the
existing works with the increase of the number of the accessed
users. It can be seen that, the communication cost of the
proposed scheme is less than that of the schemes in [19] and
[20], and is similar to that of the scheme in [29].

Then, another experiment is conducted to compare the time
cost of the proposed scheme with the three existing works
in access control of joint consultation of doctors. In this
experiment, two cases are considered as follows. Case I: the
invited doctors satisfy the pre-set access control attributes
by the elderly or his/her guardian; and Case II: the invited
doctors do not meet the pre-set access control attributes. Fig.
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Fig. 10: The comparison of time cost between the proposed
scheme and related works

10 (a) and (b) plot the time consumption of Case I and Case
II under different number of doctors in a joint consultation,
respectively. Note that, a joint consultation is happened only
when the number of doctors is larger than 1 in Fig. 10. The
results show that: (1) in Case I, the time consumption of the
proposed scheme is less than that of the schemes in [19] and
[20], and is also similar to that of the scheme in [29]; and
(2) in Case II, the proposed scheme significantly outperforms
existing three schemes in terms of time cost with the increasing
of the number of doctors in a joint consultation. The reason
is that, it is required to re-set the access control properties by
the elderly or his/her guardian when schemes in [19], [20],
and [29] meet Case II, while, in the proposed scheme, it is
only required that the doctor in charge splits the token and
encapsulates the sub-tokens, and then distributes them to the
invited doctors.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

In order to achieve a flexible and fine-grained access control
for EHR data, we have proposed the scheme by leveraging
attribute-based encryption, token segmentation, dual-key re-
gression, and blockchain. In our scheme, EHR data is encrypt-
ed and stored according to time with dual-key regression, and
the access permission of EHR data is granted according to
on the user’s attributes and the permission token issued by
SHI. Moreover, a token segmentation algorithm has been de-
signed to transfer the access rights between doctors to achieve
convenient and efficient multi-party consultation. Therefore,
the proposed scheme not only protects users’ privacy, but
also reduces system costs by avoiding re-encryption of all
ciphertext. We have provided security analysis to illustrate that
the proposed scheme can achieve EHR data security and token
security. Finally, the experimental results have demonstrated
that the proposed scheme is considerably efficient in terms of
computation and communication overhead. In the proposed
model, it is assumed that there is a globally trusted CA
authority, which will limit the application of this scheme, and
we will investigate how to remove this limitation in the future.
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